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Abstract

AU : Pleaseconfirmthatallheadinglevelsarerepresentedcorrectly:Evolving in sync with the computation revolution over the past 30 years, computational biol-

ogy has emerged as a mature scientific field. While the field has made major contributions

toward improving scientific knowledge and human health, individual computational biology

practitioners at various institutions often languish in career development. As optimistic biolo-

gists passionate about the future of our field, we propose solutions for both eager and reluc-

tant individual scientists, institutions, publishers, funding agencies, and educators to fully

embrace computational biology. We believe that in order to pave the way for the next gener-

ation of discoveries, we need to improve recognition for computational biologists and better

align pathways of career success with pathways of scientific progress. With 10 outlined

steps, we call on all adjacent fields to move away from the traditional individual, single-disci-

pline investigator research model and embrace multidisciplinary, data-driven, team science.

Biology in the digital era requires computation and collaboration. A modern research project

may include multiple model systems, use multiple assay technologies, collect varying data

types, and require complex computational strategies, which together make effective design and

execution difficult or impossible for any individual scientist. While some labs, institutions,
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funding bodies, publishers, and other educators have already embraced a team science model

in computational biology and thrived [1–7], others who have not yet fully adopted it risk

severely lagging behind the cutting edge. We propose a general solution: “deep integration”

between biology and the computational sciences. Many different collaborative models can

yield deep integration, and different problems require different approaches (Fig 1).

In this article, we define computational science extremely broadly to include all quantitative

approaches such as computer science, statistics, machine learning, and mathematics. We also

define biology broadly, including any scientific inquiry pertaining to life and its many compli-

cations. A harmonious deep integration between biology and computer science requires

action—we outline 10 immediate calls to action in this article and aim our speech directly at

individual scientists, institutions, funding agencies, and publishers in an attempt to shift per-

spectives and enable action toward accepting and embracing computational biology as a

mature, necessary, and inevitable discipline (Box 1).

Fig 1. Supporting interdisciplinary team science will accelerate biological discoveries. Scientists who have little

exposure to different fields build silos, in which they perform science without external input. To solve hard problems

and to extend your impact, collaborate with diverse scientists, communicate effectively, recognize the importance of

core facilities, and embrace research parasitism. In biologically focused parasitism, wet lab biologists use existing

computational tools to solve problems; in computationally focused parasitism, primarily dry lab biologists analyze

publicly available data. Both strategies maximize the use and societal benefit of scientific data.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001419.g001

Box 1. Ten calls to action for individual scientists, funding bodies,
publishers, and institutions to cultivate computational biology. Many
actions require increased funding support, while others require a
perspective shift. For those actions that require funding, we believe
convincing the community of need is the first step toward agencies
and systems allocating sufficient support
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1. Respect collaborators’ specific research interests and motivations

Problem: Researchers face conflicts when their goals do not align with collaborators. For

example, projects with routine analyses provide little benefit for computational

biologists.

Solution: Explicit discussion about interests/expertise/goals at project onset.

Opportunity: Clearly defined expectations identify gaps, provide commitment to mutual

benefit.

2. Seek necessary input during project design and throughout the project life cycle

Problem: Modern research projects require multiple experts spanning the project’s

complexity.

Solution: Engage complementary scientists with necessary expertise throughout the

entire project life cycle.

Opportunity: Better designed and controlled studies with higher likelihood for success.

3. Provide and preserve budgets for computational biologists’ work

Problem: The perception that analysis is “free” leads to collaborator budget cuts.

Solution: When budget cuts are necessary, ensure that they are spread evenly.

Opportunity: More accurate, reproducible, and trustworthy computational analyses.

4. Downplay publication author order as an evaluation metric for computational

biologists

Problem: Computational biologist roles on publications are poorly understood and

undervalued.

Solution: Journals provide more equitable opportunities, funding bodies and institutions

improve understanding of the importance of team science, scientists educate each other.

Opportunity: Engage more computational biologist collaborators, provide opportunities

for more high-impact work.

5. Value software as an academic product

Problem: Software is relatively undervalued and can end up poorly maintained and sup-

ported, wasting the time put into its creation.

Solution: Scientists cite software, and funding bodies provide more software funding

opportunities.

Opportunity: More high-quality maintainable biology software will save time, reduce

reimplementation, and increase analysis reproducibility.

6. Establish academic structures and review panels that specifically reward team

science

Problem: Current mechanisms do not consistently reward multidisciplinary work.

Solution: Separate evaluation structures to better align peer review to reward indicators

of team science.

Opportunity: More collaboration to attack complex multidisciplinary problems.
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Respect collaborators’ specific research interests and motivations

Computational biology hinges on mutual respect between scientists from different disciplines,

and key elements of respect are understanding a colleague’s particular expertise and motiva-

tion. Individual scientists cannot stick strictly to their “home” discipline or treat one as work-

ing in service of another. Computationalists do not like to be seen as “just” running the

numbers any more than biologists appreciate the perception that they are “just” a pair of

hands that produced the data. Statistics, database structures, clinical informatics, genetics,

7. Develop and reward cross-disciplinary training and mentoring

Problem: Academic labs and institutions are often insufficiently equipped to provide

training to tackle the next generation of biological problems, which require computa-

tional skills.

Solution: Create better training programs aligned to necessary on-the-job skills with an

emphasis on communication, encourage wet/dry co-mentorship, and engage younger

students to pursue computational biology.

Opportunity: Interdisciplinary students uncover important insights in their own data.

8. Support computing and experimental infrastructure to empower computational

biologists

Problem: Individual computational labs often fund suboptimal cluster computing sys-

tems and lack access to data generation facilities.

Solution: Institutions can support centralized compute and engage core facilities to pro-

vide data services.

Opportunity: Time and cost savings for often overlooked administrative tasks.

9. Provide incentives and mechanisms to share open data to empower discovery

through reanalysis

Problem: Data are often siloed and have untapped potential.

Solution: Provide institutional data storage with standardized identifiers and provide

separate funding mechanisms and publishing venues for data reuse.

Opportunity: Foster new breed of researchers, “research parasites,” who will integrate

multimodal data and enhance mechanistic insights.

10. Consider infrastructural, ethical, and cultural barriers to clinical data access

Problem: Identifiable health data, which include sensitive information that must be kept

hidden, are distributed and disorganized, and thus underutilized.

Solution: Leadership must enforce policies to share deidentifiable data with interopera-

ble metadata identifiers.

Opportunity: Derive new insights from multimodal data integration and build datasets

with increased power to make biological discoveries.
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epigenetics, genomics, proteomics, imaging, single-cell technologies, structure prediction,

algorithm development, machine learning, and mechanistic modeling are all distinct fields.

Biologists should not be offended if a particular idea does not fit a computational biologist’s

research agenda, and computational scientists need to clearly communicate analysis consider-

ations, approaches, and limitations.

Some institutions subsidize core facilities, which offer a variety of data collection and ana-

lytical services across a spectrum of data types. While some core services can carry out custom

analyses and collect novel data types, others may be limited to standardized analysis and data

collection pipelines due to their mission, bandwidth, or expertise. US National Laboratories

are an unusual environment; unlike most core facilities, scientific careers are focused on tech-

nology development and benefit from internally allocated funding for their own research pro-

grams. As a community, we must value critical data and insights contributed by core facility

staff by including them as authors.

Certain grant mechanisms can provide flexibility for computational biologists to develop

new technologies, but the scope often focuses on method development, limiting the ability to

collaborate on application-oriented projects. The current academic systems incentivize mecha-

nism and translational discovery for biology but methodological or theoretical advances for

computational sciences. This explains a common disconnect when collaborating: Projects that

require routine use of existing methodology typically provide little benefit to the computa-

tional person’s academic record no matter how unique a particular dataset.

Therefore, we urge team science practitioners to conduct a transparent and explicit discussion

of each investigator’s expertise, limitations, goals, expectations, deliverables, and publication strat-

egies upfront. Matching research interests can facilitate dual submission of methodological and

biological manuscripts, which provides leading roles for all investigators in the research team.

Seek necessary input during project design and throughout the

project life cycle

Interdisciplinary projects without sufficient planning risk wasting time and resources. Scien-

tists lacking particular expertise for a project should engage collaborators with such expertise

from the beginning of the research project lifecycle [8]. Computational scientists may have

critical insights that impact the scope of the biological questions, study design, analysis, and

interpretation. Similarly, biologists’ early involvement may influence the algorithmic

approach, data visualization, and refinement of analysis. The onset of a project is the ideal time

to plot out feasibility, brainstorm solutions, and avoid costly missteps. It is also the time to

establish clear communication and define expectations and responsibilities, in particular in the

gray area between (experimental) data generation and (computational) data analysis.

Computational scientists should learn about data acquisition techniques and the factors

that influence data quality, as well as the cost to collect new datasets. As the project progresses,

collaborators must understand that data analysis is rarely turnkey: Optimal analysis requires

iteration and engagement and can yield fruitful discovery and new questions to ask.

Provide and preserve budgets for computational biologists’ work

There is a common misconception that the lack of physical experimentation and laboratory

supplies makes computational work automated, quick, and inexpensive. This stems from a

sense that labor/time is a “free” resource in academia, and perhaps that each analysis should

only need to be run a single time. In reality, even for well-established data types, analysis can

often take as much or more time and effort to perform as generating the data at the bench.

Moreover, it typically also requires pipeline optimization, software development and
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maintenance, and user interfaces so that methods remain usable beyond the scope of a single

publication or project. Given that computational biologists often command higher salaries due

to competition with industry, researchers should ensure space in the budget to support these

efforts and computing costs for projects.

Scientists, institutions, and funders should also preserve budgets for collaborative research-

ers. When funding agencies impose budget cuts, computational collaborators’ budgets are

often the first to go. This can substantially impact computational laboratories’ ability to pro-

vide independent projects and salaries to their trainees and staff members, especially consider-

ing that time spent providing preliminary analyses or ideas for the proposal cannot be

recouped. In one computational biology laboratory, one-third of its collaborators’ funded

grants cut their budget entirely, and another third cut their budget partially—by an average of

90% [9]. Although principal investigators are authorized to make budget changes at will, they

should consider the impact of doing so on the long-term health of their relationship with their

computational collaborators and the scientific community more generally. Institutions and

agencies can help promote good behavior by a simple policy change: By default, budget cuts

are distributed evenly; the lead investigator can then propose changes if needed. Societies

should also advocate for this change at the funding agencies.

Downplay publication author order as an evaluation metric for

computational biologists

Many high-impact papers have computational biologists in key authorship positions. In biology

journals, these are customarily the first and last positions. Middle-author placements are very

common for computational biologists, reflecting a methodological contribution on a paper to

address a particular biological question. Co-first or co-senior authorships provide a means to

provide credit when computational contributions are equally important to a paper, but such

designations are often dramatically discounted in grant, hiring, promotion, and tenure assess-

ments. For example, we have seen recent comments such as: “No recent first or senior author

papers were listed (though one acknowledges several were ‘starred’ co-first authored)” (Fig 2).

Although the idea of breaking away from a linear, rank-ordered list of authors may seem

unimaginable, we note that the biology journal standards of author order are not universal. In

fields such as mathematics and physics, authors are listed alphabetically. These differences fur-

ther complicate evaluation of computational publication records by biologists, who are typi-

cally not aware of the relative reputation of computational publishing venues (and vice versa).

Other author ordering alternatives are possible, and scientific publishing has experienced dra-

matic change in recent years [10]. One option is for journals to formally encourage swapping

the order of authors that have been designated as “equally contributing” via their display inter-

faces. Another might be to allow designations such as the “corresponding author on experi-

mental aspects” and the “corresponding author on bioinformatics.”

Fundamentally, these issues will only be solved through educating institutional leaders and

grant/paper reviewers on how to best understand and appreciate different kinds of scientists’

contributions. From calling computational biologists “research parasites” [11] to “mathemati-

cal service units” [2], it is clear that we have a long way to go (Fig 2). Institutions can address

this by altering promotion structures to depend upon an author’s contributions, regardless of

order in the publication. One innovative solution was undertaken in 2021 by the Australian

Research Council (ARC): A 500-word section was added to proposals for applicants to

describe “research context” and “explain the relative importance of different research outputs

and the expectations” in the specific discipline/s of the applican10 ten most relevant scientific

results (articles, registered software, patents, and other items that can be chosen at the author’s
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discretion) and verifiable description of the impact of these items (citations, prizes, impact in

public policies, and so on). The Royal Society Resume for Researchers was also designed to

support and highlight a variety of research contributions [12]. This provides an opportunity to

explain author order and other information helpful to assess merit within a discipline.

Value software as an academic product

Another complication to evaluating computational biologists is that their primary research output

may not be papers but instead valuable software or data [13]. The US National Institutes of Health

changed its biosketch format to explicitly encourage software products to be mentioned in its

“Contributions to Science” section, where usage and impact can be described. It is becoming

more common to publish software and data papers, aided in part by some journals creating article

types specifically for software and data. Allowing updated versions of software to also be published

provides academic credit for the largely thankless task of software maintenance over time.

Schemes for tracking the usage of software and data are a work in progress [14]. Citation

counts for papers are a key metric used in career decisions but are inconsistent for software and

data papers. Every scientist can help ensure that software and data creators receive credit for their

work by citing the related papers rather than just mentioning the name of the software, website,

or database (or omitting mention entirely), which leads to inconsistent tracking when evaluating

investigator impact [15]. Journals can require that software and data are properly cited.

Quality software development and maintenance is crucial for efficient and reproducible

data analysis and is a key ingredient for successful computational biology projects [16]. Com-

munity-level software ecosystems and pipeline-building tools have outsized impact because

Fig 2. Reviewers, institutions, and funding agencies often evaluate computational biologists ineffectively.

Everyone receives bad reviews; most are unavoidable. However, we notice a consistent trend with reviewers from

disparate fields not being equipped to understand, evaluate, or appreciate the importance of computational biology

contributions to team science. We collected these critiques via Twitter and received permission to directly quote.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001419.g002
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they standardize analyses and minimize software development costs for individual labs [13].

Yet, academic systems, which prioritize innovation, commonly undervalue software mainte-

nance and development. Software products funded across projects, such as slurm or singular-

ity at US National Laboratories, have provided valuable resources for the broader scientific

community [17,18]. These projects were initially funded as independent tools, which sup-

ported independent computational biology labs. Software has a major impact on the progress

of science but is underfunded by many agencies. The few agencies that do fund software main-

tenance are spread thin, given the global demand [19].

Establish academic structures and review panels that specifically

reward team science

Wet lab biologists trained in traditional evaluation schemes can be quick to dismiss a

researcher with a lack of a single driving biological question for the laboratory, many middle-

authored papers, publication in computational conferences rather than journals, a low citation

count or h-index (due to field-specific differences), or funding through grants led by others,

leading to comments such as “How do people like you ever get last-author papers?” and “an

overly strong reliance on collaborators” [2]. Computational scientists can dismiss a body of

work as too applied, with not enough theory or conference papers that are the currency of the

field. Evaluation panels should therefore include interdisciplinary researchers and be provided

with guidelines about the challenges of interdisciplinary research. If, for example, middle

authorships are seen by review committees as worthless (even, in some reported cases, detri-

mental) to a publication record, major contributors to the progress of science will go “extinct,”

unable to get their research funded. It is therefore important for institutions to learn to appre-

ciate the value of many small contributions versus a few large contributions.

We hope to reach a day where quantitative skills are so pervasive (and valued) that calling

someone a “computational biologist” sounds just as odd as a “pipette biologist” [2]. In the

meantime, establishing separate structures and review schemes is another approach to support

this class of researchers. To promote faculty success, many institutions have created Systems

Biology, Computational Biology, or Biomedical Informatics departments to provide an envi-

ronment in which researchers can thrive and be evaluated by like-minded interdisciplinary

colleagues. Similarly, interdisciplinary journals, grant review panels, and funding schemes sup-

port the publication and funding of work evaluated by peers. Some organizations are already

promoting team science efforts by shifting cultures in recognition, funding, and career devel-

opment, such as the UK Academy of Medical Sciences and National Research Council [20].

Likewise, institutions should take care to ensure that interdisciplinary researchers are rec-

ognized and rewarded for contributions across disciplines and departments, for example,

through the evaluation system, additional compensation, and supplemental administrative

staff. These researchers face more than their fair share of demands from collaborative roles on

grants, administrative leadership, educational initiatives, thesis committees, and consultations.

Many are jointly appointed to 2 or more departments, introducing additional service require-

ments that are invisible to each individual department [21]. Computational biologists can

struggle to prioritize their research and these demands—even more so if they are in an under-

represented demographic, as such scientists face disproportionate demands on their time and

disproportionate costs (being labeled uncollaborative and unsupportive) if they decline.

Instead of ignoring or even negatively assessing team science contributions, promotion and

tenure committees should include criteria that are indicators of success in collaborative-style

work, including effort level as co-investigator on grants, core facility leadership, collaborative

authorship contributions, and community service.
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Develop and reward cross-disciplinary training and mentoring

As large datasets become increasingly common, computational expertise is a necessary asset

for any biologist. The deepest insights often result from data analyzed by the biologists who

designed and conducted the experiment. Likewise, an understanding of biological data is a

necessary asset for any computer scientist working on biological data. The most impactful

methodological leaps often result from a computer scientist with a deep understanding of the

nuances and limitations of particular data. Institutions can help hybrid trainees bridge gaps

through computational biology training, strategic organization of physical space, and team sci-

ence–oriented evaluation metrics for mentors.

The first step in acquiring practical computational biology skills is to become comfortable

with the basics in the unfamiliar domain: either programming or biology. Societies and other

nonprofits can play a major role here; examples include the iBiology, Software Carpentries,

CABANA in Latin America, and NEUBIAS in Europe [22–25]. Still, institutions must also

explicitly support cross-disciplinary training and mentoring. Institutions can provide educa-

tional opportunities focused on basic programming, data analysis, and reproducibility, as well

as core biology principles chosen by unique institutional strengths. Teaching collaborative and

interdisciplinary skills ideally begins at the undergraduate level where courses should be rede-

signed to blend computer science and biology.

Institutions can also organize spaces to facilitate deep integration between biology and

computer science. Combining wet and dry lab spaces encourages interactions among research-

ers with diverse expertise. For computational biology trainees who are embedded in laborato-

ries with a focused and single-discipline research agenda, institutions and lab heads can seek

mentors from complementary domains, and these external mentors should be rewarded

institutionally. We urge institutional oversight for trainees hired by individual out-of-disci-

pline PIs to be sure that they are learning in their chosen field and not treated as inexpensive

hired hands. We also emphasize that not all labs require supplemental trainee supervision and

mentorship; many lead investigators in computational biology are quite experienced enough

to cover both sides (Fig 3).

A challenge of being interdisciplinary in many current academic structures is facing evalua-

tion according to often conflicting, field-specific evaluation metrics that often fail to incentiv-

ize meaningful contributions to scientific progress. Mentors and departments should work to

change evaluation systems to reward team science and, in the meanwhile, guide computational

biology trainees to ensure that their career goals can be met. Furthermore, mentors and

departments should emphasize communication skills, through explicit focus on cross-disci-

plinary conversations, brainstorming, and presentations. For example, training programs at

National Labs typically require that trainees meet regularly with those outside of their primary

area. Within academic departments, offices exclusively focused on scientific communication

empower scientists to reach out across disciplines and to the public.

Support computing and experimental infrastructure to empower

computational biologists

Computing infrastructure (whether local cluster, volunteer, or cloud-based) is essential to

modern biomedical data science and requires compute power, data storage, networking, and

system administration—all of which can introduce significant costs to research projects. For

most institutions, this computing infrastructure is often not centrally provided nor well sup-

ported; it often falls through the cracks between institutional information technology (IT) and

research offices. As a result, individual laboratories often independently (and inefficiently)

fund their own infrastructure and perform systems administration for clusters or the cloud
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that are far outside their actual expertise. Institutions that wish to foster computational

research should subsidize infrastructure costs and provide support staff to assist in its use.

Some funding agencies already offer grant mechanisms that support computing hardware or

cloud-based computing, such as the US STRIDES initiative, but others should also recognize

these necessary costs and increase budgets to better support computational biology.

Historically, computational biologists relied on collaborators or public resources for data-

sets. It is now becoming more common for researchers with an informatics background to be

running experiments, whether as a primary data source or to benchmark new technologies,

validate algorithms, and test predictions and theories. Being able to bridge the dry lab–wet lab

Fig 3. Promoting healthy computational biology environments and training programs will empower future

biologists. (A) Existing biology and computational labs can cooperate to provide complementary mentorship to

computational biologists, and hybrid labs can provide sufficient support. Institutions must provide oversight to ensure

that ill-equipped labs have trainees’ career goals in mind and do not view them as inexpensive labor. (B)

Computational biology programs are at an advantage to provide necessary training to forge the biologists of the future.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001419.g003
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gap can have a major impact on a computational biologist’s success. Institutions and labora-

tory neighbors can flexibly offer laboratory space for computational biologists when needed,

and they can offer appropriate biology mentors for computational biologists joining computa-

tional groups. Core facilities can extend support: for example, rather than only ingesting fully

prepped samples or only providing instrument time, facilities can offer full service (from sam-

ple prep to data acquisition) to computational laboratories for an additional fee.

Provide incentives and mechanisms to share open data to

empower discovery through reanalysis

“Data available upon request” is outdated, ineffective [26], and should be outlawed in publica-

tions (privacy reasons excepted, see next section). Data and code often become more valuable

over time with new techniques or complementary new data. Indeed, some of the most chal-

lenging problems facing biological and clinical research are only possible through access to

well-curated, large-scale datasets. Funding agencies, publishers, and the scientific community

must continue to recognize both dissemination and reanalysis of reusable data as an impactful

research output. Findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) principles have

already been adopted and even required by many funding agencies and organizations [27].

New “Resource” article types have been introduced in many journals, and entirely new jour-

nals (e.g., Gigascience, Scientific Data, and Data in Brief) launched to provide a publication

route, yielding academic credit for the creation, organization, and sharing of useful datasets.

Explicit funding mechanisms aimed at data reuse can also facilitate algorithm development.

These mechanisms can range from grant applications specifically targeting dataset reuse, a

hackathon hosted by a disease foundation, or even a DREAM challenge in which the organiz-

ers curate a dataset specifically for algorithm development. These exercises also encourage the

next generation of researchers to challenge, or augment, conclusions reported in original

marker papers. Institutions can also fund internal algorithm development efforts to improve

analyses of commonly generated data.

Data-generating biologists can share data types through a growing ecosystem of repositories

[28]. Logistically, storing and disseminating data is a complex task, even for those with compu-

tational skills; it requires effective communication and knowledge encompassing IT, database

structures, security/privacy, and desktop support that is distinct from analysis and the develop-

ment of computational methods. Institutions and funding agencies should provide specialists

in this and develop interfaces with consistent ontologies to ease the process and facilitate data

reuse. Creating mechanisms for capturing metadata and incentives that support high-quality

annotations can help to return more value from computational analyses [29,30]. To maximize

the engagement of computational biologists, it is often helpful to provide data in a raw form as

well as commonly used summary forms—controlling access as required to meet ethical and

legal constraints [28,31].

Consider infrastructural, ethical, and cultural barriers to clinical

data access

Institutions with large medical centers are realizing the promise of discovery from multimodal

datasets of their unique patient cohorts, including primary clinical data as well as data from

corresponding biospecimens using emerging molecular and imaging technologies. For exam-

ple, deep learning has the potential to revolutionize pathology, but sufficient data are needed,

often thousands of annotated images spanning patient groups. Infrastructural, ethical, and cul-

tural considerations all place barriers to large-scale data access for computational research.
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Institutions can play a role in supporting data access by providing centralized database

structures that automatically ingest patient electronic health records and research-level data

collected on these patients [32]. This requires careful attention to privacy, such that access to

data is provided only to legally authorized researchers. It also requires policies in place govern-

ing whether patients will be notified about any potential health risks uncovered based on their

data. Ethicists and clinical societies play a critical role in developing appropriate guidelines for

such computational research on patient datasets that consider patient privacy and potential for

improved public health. Inclusion of demographic information in these datasets and outreach

to underrepresented populations is critical to overcome biases in data-driven discovery and

introduces further ethical considerations.

The current system rewards scientists and institutions that closely guard clinical datasets,

because exclusive analysis can benefit careers and the data can be monetized due to commer-

cial demand for novel biomarkers and therapeutic targets. Strong leadership is essential to

incentivize academic investigators to collect datasets in a coordinated way across disease

groups to enable research for public benefit. Federated learning, where machine learning mod-

els can be trained on multiple datasets without actually sharing the raw data, may work around

some barriers.

Conclusions

Visionaries a decade ago aspired to bridge the domains of computational sciences and biology

[1–7]. Since then, computational biology has emerged as a mature scientific discipline. It’s

time that traditional academic schemes built for the era of single-discipline biology evolve to

support the interdisciplinary team science necessary for human progress.

As computational biology has grown rapidly over the last 30 years, we may ask what

computational biology will look like 30 years from now, if cultures shift in the ways we

propose.

We foresee the ever-growing amount of data and associated analytical questions outstrip-

ping the supply of researchers with computational skills. This unmet demand will drive wet lab

biologists to use software, which funding bodies and publishers should support to become

more optimized, reproducible, maintainable, and easy to use without relying on a dedicated

computationalist. Likewise, as more data become open and interoperable and as contracted

wet lab facilities grow, computationalists may not need to rely on dedicated wet lab scientists.

In the interim, as the field continues to develop new methods and biological data types, we

foresee research parasitism and team science collaborations flourishing, and the scientists and

institutions who focus most on cultivating computational biology will be rewarded.

Over time, the distinction between wet and dry biologists may fade, as both are working

toward a common goal of understanding biology, and hybrid biologists [2,33] will emerge who

understand the importance of collaboration and are equally adept at the experimental and the

computational aspects of biology.
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